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Contact a Bakery Expert Today!

Recent Installations

A&K Pizza Crust started production of pizza crusts over 30 years ago.
The Charles Family and their leaders turned their passion for pizza into a
business that they are still crazy about today. A&K Pizza Crust now sells

millions of pounds of dough products every year and helps pizzerias,
entertainment venues, delis, manufacturers and more, deliver food

customers love. 

The A&K Pizza Crust customers demand ultra-consistent quality and A&K's
reputation depends on the flavor and texture of every pizza they sell.

The same passion and hard work that started this company back in 1989 are
definitely “Alive & Kickin’” in the people on their team today. Working hard
around the clock to make sure quality is unparalleled and deadlines are met.

https://geminibakeryequipment.com/


Gemini/KB Systems have delivered several complete dough ball systems to
A&K Pizza Crust that are primarily used to feed the client’s hot press pizza

shell lines.

Gemini/KB Systems recently installed a system including a 5 pocket Dough
Divider with a Conical Rounder and an Intermediate Rest Proofer that can

produce weights of 9.25oz to 32oz up to 100 Pieces per min.

WP Multi-Pocket Divider with Conical Rounder

Click Here! 5 Pocket Dough
Divider Rounder w/

Intermediate Rest Proofer

Check it Out! 32oz Dough Balls
@ 96ppm!

Gemini/KB Systems also offers TWS and TWL multilane Divider/Rounders for
pizza crust and pizza dough balls with production rates up to and including

9,000 pieces per minute with weights up to and including 16oz.

https://vimeo.com/508826389/b9d1a9ed03
https://vimeo.com/510700539/38145c690d


Click Here! View the 2 and 3 Pocket Divider Rounder TWL

Click Here! To View More of of our Pizza Production
Equipment!

Learn More About Ingredient Handling Systems

Gemini/KB Systems would like to give a special thank you to

https://vimeo.com/508838354/db0fc2b4d5
https://geminibakeryequipment.com/equipment/products/pizza-production/
https://vimeo.com/453689439/f930698f5a


our employees who have recently celebrated their milestone
anniversaries! Thank you for all your hard work and

dedication.


